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Interactive Theism: A Very Quick Introduction
Charles W. Allen

I consider myself a theist (someone who worships God). That is, I seem to interact intimately with what I take to be ultimate reality on no less than interpersonal terms. That’s enough to count as theism.

Do I have any reason to think theism is true? Well, I don’t think you can address that question without saying how you think of everything you experience, not just God.

You can’t avoid thinking, in some way, of everything you experience. Those who say otherwise just aren’t paying attention. How you think of everything you experience is something you can reexamine and revise in light of more experience, but since it’s about everything, there’s a great deal of circularity involved. You won’t be able set up decisive experiments. But you can and should open it to others’ questions. 

Since Aristotle, most Westerners have thought of everything they experienced in terms of this working principle: to be is to be an enduring thing with properties. You could be a materialist (Hobbes), a dualist (Descartes, Locke) or an idealist (Berkeley), but the principle still held: to be is to be an enduring thing (whether material or mental) with properties. Of course this was a bit disjointed and puzzling: How do “things” differ from properties, and vice versa? Are properties things of a peculiar sort? Or are “things” just place-holders for properties? Is experience a thing or a property? Can a thing be the same thing if its properties change? Can two things have exactly the same properties? People are still debating all this.

But I’m drawn to try out another working principle. Whenever you seem to experience things and properties, you also experience countless interactions with them. So let’s try making the fundamental reality the “interactivity” that’s always happening between you, everything and everyone else. Thus:

To be is to be interactive.

Here “interactive” is defined as “jointly influenced and influential,” or, alternatively, as “relatively original”—making a difference in a virtually limitless network of relationships.* “Interactive,” “jointly influenced and influential” and “relatively original” should be regarded as interchangeable expressions.

I think this principle is well-founded, in fact verifiable by every experience we have or could conceivably have. Show me, or try to imagine, a coherent state of affairs that either a) remains free of any influence whatsoever by other things or b) makes no difference whatsoever to other things. Nobody has ever succeeded in showing me such a coherent counterexample, and that is enough to justify adopting this as a fundamental working principle: to be is to be interactive.

How does this play out in the world of things more familiar to us? Here are examples: To be an enduring “thing” or a shareable “property” is to be recurrently interactive. To be here now is to be singularly (or “indexically”) interactive. To be inert is to be minimally interactive. To be living is to be more interactive than to be inert. To be personal is to be more interactive than to be living. 

Time out: What’s remarkably helpful about this way of thinking is that it seems to render so many traditional puzzles less puzzling. In a fundamentally interactive world, enduring things and properties are both easily described as variations on a common theme. So are inert, living, thinking and personal beings. Can any other way of thinking do that so easily? Not as far as I can tell. Now let’s try extending this to how we might think of God.

To be divine is to be wholly interactive (and thus more than personal, not less).

To be wholly interactive is to be BOTH intimately influenced BY everything else, AND intimately influential WITH everything else. It is not a finished “totality” (like “the set of all sets”) but is always ongoing. It is not controlling either.  A fundamentally interactive world is by definition an uncontrollable world. All interactions are relatively original—from the minimally interactive to the wholly interactive. While originality can be inhibited or amplified by its accompanying influences, originality cannot be removed, not even by the divine. Thus chaos and conflict are not preventable, though they can still be reconcilable.

To interact knowingly enough with the particularly interactive is to interact somewhat knowingly with the wholly interactive.

To contemplate the wholly interactive, many report, is to become increasingly aware of its intimacy.

To pray is to interact knowingly, reverently and no less than interpersonally with the wholly interactive.

To pray is to make a relatively original difference, not just to the pray-er, but to the wholly interactive pray-ee and thereby to everything else. (That may sometimes help me to have what I love, but mostly it helps me to love—and share—what I have.)

To live subjectively is to be a continuing series of shared, first-person interactions, shared not only with one’s present self but with the wholly interactive. 

To die is not to lose that continuing first-person series but to leave its continuation fully and finally to the wholly interactive, where nothing is ever lost.  

To pray and live as a Christian is to interact knowingly, reverently and no less than interpersonally with the wholly interactive through interacting with Jesus Christ (regarded as the continuing, fully human embodiment of the wholly interactive).

So once again, even when thinking of God, what’s remarkably helpful about this way of thinking is that it seems to render so many traditional puzzles less puzzling, as variations on a common theme. If what I take to be ultimate reality is wholly interactive, then interacting with this reality on no less than interpersonal terms does not look superstitious. Nor does it look like wistful make-believe. It does not lead me to expect a chaos- and conflict-free world, though I can hope and work for reconciliation. Praying, and what can result from praying, is not a magical interference with nature but another interaction with the rich network of interactions that nature and God already are. Living subjectively in the here and now does not simply vanish at death (though how this continues changes dramatically). And for Christians, passages like, “The Logos became flesh and lived among us” (John 1:14), can be viewed as yet another variation on a common theme. (That also seems possible with classic affirmations in other spiritual traditions, including nontheistic ones, but that’s OK.)

So do I have any reason to think theism is true? With this way of thinking I seem to have every reason. I can’t say it’s exclusively true, because I don’t believe there is only one helpful way to think of the wholly interactive, but I regard it as hospitably true (capable of internalizing other ways without abandoning its own). 

So I’ll keep praying, celebrating the communion of God’s Spirit in Jesus Christ, approaching death trustfully but without expectations, welcoming others who see things differently, and I won’t feel stupid about any of this. 

* “Interactvity” is too basic, too general and too vague to be derived from any particular discipline, even physics. The measurable energy exchanges of isolated systems illustrate interactivity and will also influence how we talk about it. But they do not exhaust it. (Besides, “isolated systems” seem a bit fictitious, like frictionless planes.) Interactivity was arguably there to be noticed and talked about before Newton (before even Aristotle!), and it will be there to be noticed and talked about after the next revolution in physics. And people will disagree over how to talk about it, but that’s OK. Disagreement is a way of interacting.

[This is a simplified form of process philosophy. For more on that: http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/process-philosophy/]

